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CONTACT INFORMATION

Texas Location:
Technos Corporation
7016 FM 3009
Schertz, TX 78154
PH (800) 218-3267
FX (210) 651-1258
Alabama Location:
Technos Corporation
3441-A Parkwood Rd
Bessemer, AL 35022
PH (800) 218-3267
E-mail:
info@technosfans.com
Web Link:
www.technosfans.com

TECHNOS
HOT TIP #12
Fan Laws
The Fan Laws can be used to
calculate the performance
and horsepower requirements
as the fan RPM or airstream
density is changed. The most
commonly used fan laws are:
CFM varies Directly with
RPM, SP varies with the
SQUARE of the RPM, and
HP varies with the CUBE of
the RPM.

Our Technos Corporation Facility in Alabama to Serve You
The Technos facility in Bessemer, Alabama, is conveniently located
off of Highway 150, just 20 miles southwest of Birmingham. Shop
equipment includes multiple welding stations, lathe and milling
equipment, fan positioners, metal saw, and other tools necessary for fan
equipment fabrication and repair.
The Technos welding department has experienced fan welders with
quality control procedures for all welding work. Our welders can provide
all welding required using MIG, TIG, and sub arc procedures.
Technos has fully trained supervisors and fan technicians with
welding, mechanic, and millwright knowledge and experience. Our fulltime technicians are MSHA and OSHA trained and have the ability to
travel nationwide at a moment’s notice. Our fleet of heavy-duty service
trucks is fully equipped and ready for your equipment emergencies.
Technos Corporation in Alabama has the facilities, equipment, and
personnel to manufacture your fans and perform quality repairs to your
equipment.
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No “Surprises” with Technos Field Labor Rates
ENGINEERING SUPPORT
Our Engineering Department has the

Our labor charges are stated right on the rate sheet. We do not have hidden charges for
standard tools or extra fees for working weekends or holidays. What you see is what you get!
All Technos employees are employed full time and we never hire or furnish temporary laborers.

expertise to perform the most
thorough analysis using cutting-edge
computer technology.
-Natural Frequency Testing
-Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
-Shaft Critical Prediction
-Wear Control Improvements
-Metallurgical Analysis

Special price reduction:
One way mileage only
for all service trucks!

FIELD SERVICE DEPARTMENT
-Emergency Repairs
-Laser Alignment
-Field Balancing
-Wheel Replacement
-Bearing Repairs
-Epoxy Grouting
-Liner Installation

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

The President says:
No extra charges,
ever!

-Complete Custom Fan Assemblies
-Chrome Carbide Liners
-Dampers
-Expansion Joints
-OEM Projects
-Fan Housings
-Spare Wheels
-Screw Conveyors
-Coal Hoppers
-Shaft Seals
-Separators
-Shafts
-Classifiers
-Ducting

From the TECHNOS tailgate: Cow Camp Chili Dip
Spread 8-oz cream cheese on bottom of regular pie pan, then add 1
bundle of chopped green onions, one 16-oz chili (Wolf brand chili without
beans is good), and finally cover with your choice of shredded cheese.
Heat pan to 350 until warm, no cooking required.

Now enjoy with your favorite corn chips or tortilla chips!

